
 

Autumn 2022 Newsletter 

Dear Parents & Children of Year 5, 
 
A huge welcome back to school after what we hope has been a fantastic break. We hope you all had a wonderful 
rest and are ready for the challenges of Year 5. The Year 5 team include: Mrs Joshua, Mrs Brooker, Mrs Simmons, 
Mrs Reynolds and Mrs Hamilton. We are looking forward to working with your children for another academic year 
and getting started with the wonderful topics this year, which we know the children will enjoy. They have already 
told us which areas they would like to improve in this year and we will do our very best to ensure that they achieve 
their goals and continue to shine!   
 
Widening children’s learning 
This is an important year for Class 5 and any work you can do at home to supplement the children ’s learning at 
school will be enormously helpful. Please use the curriculum guide to help you understand the exciting experiences 
your child is telling you about after school.  
 
Curriculum Guide 
English 
Over the next two terms in English, we will be studying texts such as:  What a Wonderful World, Secret Friends, 
The Adventures of Odysseus and The Boy at the Back of the Class, along with a range of picture books and poems 
to inspire the children’s writing.  The children will be experiencing a range of stimuli to write in a variety of styles 
and genres, using more complex sentence structures, increasingly advanced vocabulary and punctuation.  
 
Our new handwriting scheme will ensure the children are fast and accurate writers, which is very important as our 
expectations for writing at length develop over the year. There is a home support package for this and we 
encourage children to use it:  

www.letterjoin.co.uk 
username: dw3577 password: home 

 
It is still vitally important that children keep up the reading and learning of their spellings, to complement their 
writing. The children must read daily to an adult. This is crucial to support the children’s understanding of each text 
in depth. We will regularly be visiting the school library. Many of our children love to read alone and we encourage 
this, but it is also critical for them to read aloud and to discuss the book and new vocabulary. Spellings will be 
learned weekly as normal. The children are given them on a Monday and will have a series of activities that assist 
their understanding and use of the new words in class. We will directly teach the children using their phonic 
knowledge, memory techniques (e.g. mnemonics and visuals) and morphology and etymology of the words. 
Children must practice these techniques and continue to learn their spellings at home during the week ready for 
their test on Friday.  
 
Maths 
In Mathematics, we have lots of new concepts to learn and explore.   We will be covering: place value up to and 
including millions, rounding, factors, prime numbers as well as all four written methods. This means that the 
children’s fluency with number work needs to be strong. Following on from the Year 4 Multiplication Tables Check, 
the children have set themselves the target of continuing to improve the rapid recall of tables up the 12x12. We 
hope you will continue to support with this at home too.   We would love for children to make links to maths and its 
practical use in the wider world. Activities such as baking, telling the time, measuring and shopping budgets will 
help the children make the links between the maths they do in school and the real life application. 
 
Science 
Science is fascinating. Our topic is Forces and lots of investigative work is involved. We look closely at how PUSH 
and PULL forces have an affect us and other objects. We will explore a range of practical activities to develop the 
children’s understanding further.  
 
History 
History in term one will focus on Ancient Greece. The children will be exploring the importance of the Ancient 
Greeks within History, how the Greeks became famous and all of the different myths and Legends that are famous 
today! It will be a fantastic term exploring the Ancient Greeks and we know the children are going to love it!  
 
Geography 
In Geography we will explore recycling and waste. We will learn about the influence of waste on our local area 
through field work and compare this to waste in other places. We will learn about different types of waste and what 
happens to it, including recycling. We will learn about the impact of waste and recycling on different biomes. 



Art 
In Art, the children will be exploring architecture. They will learn how to draw from observation, create a print and 
draw from different perspectives. They will explore the role of an architect and will be challenged to consider why 
houses look the way they do and if there is scope to change and improve them. 
 
Design Technology 
In DT our unit is call ‘What could be healthier?’ This unit focuses on nutrition. The children will research and modify 
a traditional Bolognese sauce recipe to make it healthier. They will cook their new and improved versions, making 
appropriate packaging and also learn about the ethical considerations of farming cattle. 
 
Religious Education (RE) 
In RE, we will be having lots of discussions and debates to consider different points of views for religion. This is a 
really interesting unit which the children will love.  
 
French 
In French the children will learn how to say whether they live in a house or an apartment and say where it is.  They 
will start to create longer spoken or written passages in French using their knowledge from what they have 
previously learnt.  
 
Computing 
In Computing, we will be explaining what a search engine is, suggesting several search engines to use and explain 
how to use them to find websites and information. We will be looking at how sources online are not always true and 
recognise what to check for. They will look at the terms ‘copyright’ and ‘fair use’.  
 
Physical Education (PE) 
PE on Thursdays and Fridays will be Outdoor PE, so please ensure the children have appropriate clothing for the 
sessions as we will be going outside come rain or shine. During the sessions, the children will be experiencing the 
expert teaching from our Sports Coaches this year on a range of different skills.  
 
PSHE/SMSC 
PSHE and SMSC will be looking at the unit ‘Being Me in My World’. We will be creating a class charter thinking 
about their responsibilities whilst exploring the United Nation Convention on the Rights of a Child.  
 
Homework 
Children in Year 5 are encouraged to develop their learning at home as much as possible. 
 
At a minimum, this should include: 
• Daily reading with an adult  
• Daily spelling practice 
• Daily Times Tables Rock Stars practice (Log ins to be shared after Launch Day on September 19th)  
• Weekly handwriting practice using Letterjoin (Login details above).  
 
The whole school retains a focus on reading. We will check reading records once a week and celebrate evidence 
for daily reading using Rainbow Reader certificates.  
 
In addition, we will share (on Seesaw) suggested activities, websites and books that link to our topics to deepen 
children’s learning and build their enthusiasm. We will upload Knowledge Mats for foundation subjects that outline 
the key knowledge children should have on completion of each unit. 
 
Rewards 
Good work, efforts and behaviour will result in house points, star of the week, star of the day, class golden time, 
table points and weekly certificates in Achievers’ assembly. We believe in having a positive approach with the 
children and will praise them regularly and wherever we can.  
 
Belongings 
Please could we ask for all of your child’s belongings to be clearly labelled. This is to avoid any belongings being 
lost unnecessarily. It is such a shame to see valuable clothing go to waste.  
 
Time to discuss any issues 
Please contact us if you have any queries regarding your child. One of the Year 5 team will be on stationed on the 
Junior Block Door on a Tuesday and Thursday morning if you wish to speak to us. We would also encourage the 
children, as a reflection of their age, to come and speak to us themselves. This might be to relieve a worry before 
going home, or after having discussed it with their parents. We think it is important for the children to start to think 
for themselves and work out how to solve problems independently if they can. Obviously, any larger issues should 
be dealt with us directly. 
 
Year 5 is a wonderful year for the children where they really start to become independent in their learning process 



and take responsibility for their own actions and learning tasks.  Please ensure the children are taking responsibility 
for their home learning, belongings and for making sure everything they need for their learning is in school on the 
days required. We focus a lot on independence in Year 5 and your support with this skill would be wonderful. 
 
As always, your continued encouragement and support is vital to your child ’s success. If there are any worries or 
problems please do not hesitate to contact us.  We are certain that we will have a fantastic year and look forward to 
working with your children again this year! 
 
Kind Regards, 
 
Mrs Joshua and Mrs Brooker 


